A comprehensive analysis of relative gene order, or microsynteny, can provide valuable information for understanding the evolutionary history of genes and genomes, and ultimately traits and species, across broad phylogenetic groups and divergence times. We have used our network-based phylogenomic synteny analysis pipeline to first analyze the overall patterns and major differences between 87 mammalian and 107 angiosperm genomes. These two important groups have both evolved and radiated over the last ∼170 MYR. Secondly, we identified the genomic outliers or "rebel genes" within each clade. We theorize that rebel genes potentially have influenced trait and lineage evolution. Microsynteny networks use genes as nodes and syntenic relationships between genes as edges. Networks were decomposed into clusters using the Infomap algorithm, followed by phylogenomic copy-number profiling of each cluster. The differences in syntenic properties of all annotated gene families, including BUSCO genes, between the two clades are striking: most genes are single copy and syntenic across mammalian genomes, whereas most genes are multicopy and/or have lineage-specific distributions for angiosperms. We propose microsynteny scores as an alternative and complementary metric to BUSCO for assessing genome assemblies. We further found that the rebel genes are different between the two groups: lineage-specific gene transpositions are unusual in mammals, whereas single-copy highly syntenic genes are rare for flowering plants. We illustrate several examples of mammalian transpositions, such as brain-development genes in primates, and syntenic conservation across angiosperms, such as single-copy genes related to photosynthesis. Future experimental work can test if these are indeed rebels with a cause. synteny networks | genome evolution | phylogenomic synteny profiling | mammals | angiosperms
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synteny networks | genome evolution | phylogenomic synteny profiling | mammals | angiosperms T he patterns and differences of gene and genome duplication, gene loss, gene transpositions, and chromosomal rearrangements can inform how genes and gene families have evolved to regulate and generate (and potentially constrain) the amazing biological diversity on Earth today. The wealth of fully sequenced genomes of species across the phylogeny of mammals and angiosperms provides an excellent opportunity for comparative studies of evolutionary innovations underlying phenotypic adaptations (1) . Phylogenetic profiling studies typically analyze the presence or absence of particular genes or gene families during the evolution of a lineage. For example, recent studies have investigated when particular gene families first evolved (2, 3) or have identified the loss of specific genes associated with a particular function (4) (5) (6) . Less attention has been devoted to understanding changes in local gene position (genomic microcollinearity or microsynteny) in a phylogenetic context. Synteny can be defined as evolutionarily conserved relationships between genomic regions. Synteny information provides a valuable framework for the inference of shared ancestry of genes, such as for assigning gene orthology relationships, particularly for large multigene families where phylogenetic methods may be nonconclusive (7) (8) (9) . Finally, synteny data can speed the transfer of knowledge from model to nonmodel organisms.
While the basic characteristics of gene and genome organization and evolution are similar across eukaryote lineages, there are also significant differences that are not fully characterized or understood. The length and complexity of genes and promoters, the types of gene families (shared or lineage specific), transposon density, higher-order chromatin domains, and the organization of chromosomes differ significantly between plants, animals, and other eukaryotes (10) (11) (12) (13) . It is known that genome organization and gene collinearity is substantially more conserved in mammals than plants (11) , and thus identifying syntenic orthologs across mammals is more feasible and straightforward than in angiosperms. However, a comprehensive, comparative, and analytical analysis of microsynteny of all coding genes across these two groups has not yet been established. It is an opportune moment to do so due to the rapid increase in available completed genomes for these two groups.
One major characteristic of flowering plant genomes is the prevalent signature of shared and/or lineage-specific whole
Significance
Studying the organization of genes within genomes across broad evolutionary timescales can advance our understanding of the evolution of traits and clades. We have used a network approach to investigate genome dynamics of mammals and angiosperms. In general, genome organization and gene microcollinearity is much more conserved in mammals than in flowering plants. We then identified the genomic outliers or "rebel genes," within each clade. Genes that have moved are unusual for mammals, whereas highly conserved single-copy genes are exceptional for plants. How conservation and changes in synteny or fundamental differences in genome organization have contributed to the evolution of lineages could be a new scientific frontier.
genome duplications (WGDs) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . In contrast, the genomes of mammals show evidence of only two shared and very old rounds of WGD, often referred to as "2R" (20) (21) (22) . The variation in genomic organization between lineages is partially due to differences in fundamental molecular processes such as DNA repair and recombination, but also likely reflect the historical biology of groups (such as mode of reproduction, generation times, and relative population sizes). Differences in gene family and genome dynamics have significant effects on our ability to detect and analyze synteny.
While the number of reference genomes is growing exponentially, a major challenge is how to detect, represent, and visualize synteny relations across broad phylogenetic context. To remedy this, we have developed a network-based approach based on the k-clique percolation method to organize and display local synteny (23) and applied it to understand the evolution of the entire MADS-box transcription factor family across 51 plant genomes as a proof of principle of the method (24) . Such a network method is well suited for analyzing large complex datasets (25, 26) and is complementary to phylogenetic reconstruction methods that assume hierarchical bifurcating branching processes (27) . Thus, independent and/or reciprocal changes in local gene synteny can be detected and assessed by analyzing network clusters in a phylogenetic context (i.e., phylogenetic profiling of synteny clusters, what we call "phylogenomic synteny profiling").
The aim of this study is to investigate and compare the dynamics and properties of the entire synteny networks of all annotated genes for mammals and angiosperms. The goal then is to identify patterns of genome evolution that could provide insights into how genome dynamics have potentially contributed to trait evolution. To do so, we performed n 2 times (n stands for the number of species used) comparisons of all annotated genes, followed by nðn + 1Þ=2 times synteny block detection using MCScanX (28) (Fig. 1A) . All synteny blocks were integrated into one database. Syntenic genes derived from all inter-and intra species comparisons are interconnected into network clusters (Fig. 1B) . The entire network database contains phylogenomic synteny trajectories of all of the annotated genes, which can be further utilized for specific purposes such as evaluating genome quality, characterizing relative syntenic strength, querying -all comparisons of all annotated genes are performed. Gene similarity relationships and relative gene positions are then used for collinearity/microsynteny block detection for each comparison (i.e., at least five syntenic anchor genes in a window of 20 genes). Syntenic anchor pairs were illustrated as colored boxes, black empty boxes represent nonsyntenic genes. All inter-and intraspecies blocks are extracted. Related blocks centered on a target locus (microsynteny block families) are traditionally organized into parallel coordinate plots. (B) Alternatively, we connect syntenic genes into clusters where nodes are genes and edges between the nodes means "syntenic"; cluster sizes depend on the number of related microsynteny blocks. (C) Network metrics and tools can then be utilized for a number of novel applications. For example, assessing overall genome quality that can be complementary to BUSCO. Principles of genome and gene family evolutionary dynamics across species can be inferred from network parameters such as clustering coefficients. Microsynteny network of multigene families can be decomposed using clustering algorithms. The clusters can then be analyzed by phylogenetic context (phylogenomic synteny profiling) to analyze gene copy number, long-term synteny conservation, and detection of lineage-specific changes in a syntenic context (i.e., gene transpositions).
particular gene families of interest, and phylogenomic synteny profiling (Fig. 1C) . Synteny scores could be used as an alternative and complementary metric to other typical genome quality checks such as N50 values or the Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO). Here we used Infomap as the network clustering method. Testing with various bench-marking input networks has shown Infomap to have excellent overall performance (29, 30) . Infomap also scales better than the k-clique percolation method that we used in our previous study (24) . The clusters produced are nonoverlapping. Furthermore, the number of clusters and cluster membership are determined by the algorithm, thus making results more comparable between different networks and independent from subjective user bias.
We analyzed the syntenic properties of 87 mammalian and 107 plant genomes (Fig. 2) which represent the main phylogenetic clades for both groups (17, (31) (32) (33) . There are differences in the overall quality and completeness of the genome assemblies used, but this was a factor we wanted to analyze and assess in a phylogenetic context using synteny analysis. For mammals, the species used covered the three main clades of Afrotheria, Euarchontoglires, and Laurasiatheria, as well as basal groups like Ornithorhynchus anatinus (platypus). For angiosperms, the species also cover three main groups of monocots, superasterids, and rosids, as well as basal groups such as Amborella trichopoda (Fig. 2) . Some clades are more heavily represented than others such as primates (human relatives) and crucifers (Arabidopsis relatives) due to research sampling biases. Mammalian and angiosperm linages have both evolved and radiated over the last ∼170 MYR (17, 31-33) and have extremely rich research communities and a wealth of genomic resources, thus making such a comparative study of synteny of broad interest. Furthermore, we specifically identify unique sets of outliers between the two clades. In mammals, lineage-specific transpositions of genes are uncommon, whereas highly conserved syntenic single-copy genes are unusual in angiosperms. Being a "rebel gene" may be a signature of important or unique biological influence. The testing of this hypothesis could shed light on how genome dynamics may drive trait and lineage evolution.
Results and Discussion
Major Differences in Genomic Architecture Between Mammalian and Angiosperm Genomes Revealed by Pairwise Phylogenomic Microsynteny Analysis. Sequenced mammalian and angiosperm genomes were published at various qualities, as indicated by number of scaffolds, N50, and BUSCO (Dataset S1). Many are neither perfectly assembled nor annotated, with some poorly assembled genomes containing thousands of relatively small scaffolds. Since synteny detection based on genome annotations are subject to possible confounding factors, we tested 20 different settings, combining number of top hits for each gene (-b), and parameters of MCScanX (-m: MAX_GAPS, -s: MACH_SIZE) (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). Compared with angiosperms, we found mammals to be less sensitive to -m and -b, which indicates greater genome continuity and less impact of gene duplicates. The results show that under the same settings of -s and -m, increasing -b generally increases the pairwise syntenic percentages (except for mammals, under b15s3m25 and b20s3m25, compared with b5s3m25 and b10s3m25) (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 A and B) . But this also leads to a decrease in the overall quality of detected syntenic blocks as reflected by the lower average clustering coefficients (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 C and D). Compared with angiosperm genomes, a lower -b for mammals generally increases the number of nodes while at the same time increasing the clustering coefficients. Mammalian genomes are also less sensitive to -m under the same -s (SI Appendix, Fig. S1C ). Considering block quality and overall coverage, we used the setting of b5s5m15 for mammal genomes and b5m25s5 for angiosperm genomes for all subsequent synteny network analysis.
To assess the overall impact of phylogenetic distance, genome assembly quality and genome complexity, we summarized syntenic percentage (syntenic gene pairs plus collinear tandem genes relative to total number of annotated genes) for all pairwise comparisons of all annotated genes (3,828 times for mammals and 5,778 times for angiosperms) into color-scaled matrixes ( Fig. 3 ) organized using the same species phylogenetic order as in Fig. 2 .
The diagonals of the matrixes represent self-vs. self-comparisons and indicate the number of paralog/ohnolog pairs, that are indicative of recent and/or ancient WGDs (Fig. 3) . The lighter orange and blue rows with fewer syntenic links could reflect key biological or genomic differences but is much more likely to be due to poor-quality genome assemblies that we used. Identified poor-quality mammalian genomes include O. anatinus (platypus), Galeopterus variegatus (Sunda flying lemur), Carlito syrichta (Philippine tarsier), Manis javanica (Sunda pangolin), and Tursiops truncates (bottlenose dolphin) (Fig. 3A) , and poor-quality (Fig. 2) . Overall, average microsynteny is much higher across mammals than plants. Also, the detected syntenic percentage does not show a strong phylogenetic signal. For example, contrasts are not higher for intra-Chiroptera (bats) or intra-Bovidae (cattle) than for distant pairwise contrasts. However, it is slightly higher for intraprimate contrasts, whereas, there is a much stronger phylogenetic signal seen for plant genomes such as intra-Brassicaceae or intra-Poaceae (grasses) contrasts than for interfamilial contrasts. The method also allows for easy detection of low-quality genomes. The diagonal for both plots represents intragenome comparisons which can detect potential recent and ancient WGDs. Note, that almost all plant genomes have higher intragenome microsyntenic pair scores than all mammal intragenome comparisons.
angiosperm genomes include Humulus lupulus (hop), Raphanus raphanistrum (wild radish), Triticum urartu (red wild einkorn wheat), Aegilops tauschii (Tausch's goatgrass), and Lemna minor (common duckweed) (Fig. 3B ). For such species, better-quality genome assemblies/annotations than the ones we used (Dataset S1) hopefully will soon be available and thus improve the levels of synteny detected.
The matrices are based on all possible pairwise comparisons between genomes without correcting for phylogenetic distance. This was done to assess the effect of phylogenetic relationships on our results and to visualize overall differences in genome dynamics of mammals vs. angiosperms. As shown in the matrices, mammalian genomes overall are highly syntenic regardless of phylogenetic distance (Fig. 3A and Dataset S1) and groups with many completed genomes (such as bovines or bats) are not more obviously interconnected to one another. However, there is a slight increase in signal for primates (Fig. 3A) . Whereas plant genomes show a stronger phylogenetic signal (e.g., grasses vs. grasses and crucifers vs. crucifers), the impact of recent WGD (e.g., Brassica napus) and more variability overall (due to assemblies/annotations from different research groups, different qualities, and multiple independent WGDs) (Fig. 3B) . Almost all plant genomes have higher intragenome syntenic pair scores than all mammal intragenome comparisons due to the impact of ancient polyploidy.
To further illustrate the utility of our computed synteny scores for assessing genome quality, we compared it to more commonly used genome metrics and characteristics. Specifically, we plotted the average syntenic percentage against N50, genome size, number of scaffolds, and BUSCO (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). We found syntenic percentage was positively correlated to N50 and BUSCO and negatively correlated with genome size and the number of scaffolds (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). Mammalian genomes have significantly higher R-squared values (0.68) between BUSCO and syntenic percentage than that of the angiosperm genomes (0.35) (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). Synteny scores can thus provide alternative and complementary data for measuring and assessing genome quality, particularly for angiopsperms.
Distinct Network Properties of Phylogenomic Mammalian and Angiosperm
Microsynteny Networks. The entire microsynteny networks are composed of all syntenic genes identified within all of the syntenic blocks. Specifically, there are 1,473,389 nodes (genes) and 50,396,484 edges (syntenic connections between genes) for mammals and 2,221,461 nodes and 47,737,321 edges for angiosperms, respectively (Fig. 4A) . The average degree and clustering coefficient of the networks are significantly higher for mammals than that for angiosperms (mean node degree 68.4 for mammals compared with 43.0 for angiosperms; P < 2.2e-16 Mann-Whitney U test; mean clustering coefficient 0.88 for mammals compared with 0.65 for angiosperms; P < 2.2e-16 Mann-Whitney U test). Fig. 4B shows the proportional degree distribution for the entire networks for mammals and angiosperms. The metrics for the two kingdoms are significantly different, but both distributions are clearly nonlinear (the scales of the axes are logarithmic), which would be the shape of scale-free networks if the distributions were governed by a power law (34) . Specifically, for mammals a prominent peak occurs around node degree 50-100, where the corresponding cumulative fraction of nodes peaks rapidly from less than 0.2 to nearly 1 (especially around node degree 70-80 which represents the number of high-quality mammalian genomes). Such a curve indicates that most nodes have the same number of links and thus are very well interconnected (e.g., single-copy genes that are syntenic across all mammalian genomes). Comparatively, for angiosperms there are more nodes of lower node degree (over 25% for nodes with node degree less than 10). There are no major peaks observed; however, the distribution slightly bends from degree 10-30. Thus, there are many smaller nodes involving fewer taxa (e.g., extensive synteny is detected only across genomes from the same plant family).
The entire synteny networks of mammals and angiosperms were clustered into over 25,000 and 111,000 nonoverlapping clusters, respectively (Fig. 4A) . We further summarized and compared the clustering results for mammals and angiosperms in terms of cluster-size distributions, corresponding clustering coefficients, and number of species included per cluster (Fig. 4 C and D) . Overall, sizes of synteny clusters from mammal and angiosperm networks vary greatly from a minimum size of two up to thousands of nodes (Fig. 4C) . This reflects the differences and dynamics of synteny conservation patterns among different genes and gene families. For example, clusters with bigger sizes could be genes maintained from several rounds of whole genome duplication events and/or tandem-duplicated arrays such as Hox genes, zinc finger proteins, and olfactory receptor genes in mammals and lectin receptor kinase genes and cytochrome P450 genes in angiosperms (Dataset S2). In contrast, small clusters could be lineage-specific transpositions, for which synteny is shared only across a few closely related species such as transmembrane genes and keratin genes in mammals and F-box genes and NB-LRR genes in plants (Dataset S2).
Specifically, for mammals the cluster size distribution implies a strong correlation with its degree distribution, with the highest concentration of single-copy gene clusters around node size 70-100 (Fig. 4C) . To the right, there is a second modest peak of duplicated (ohnolog) genes due to the ancient 2R WGD events (Fig. 4C) . These peaks can be further understood by analyzing the corresponding average clustering coefficient and number of species relative to cluster size (Fig. 4D) . We observe that the first peak is accompanied by a steady increasing trend of the clustering coefficient and the number of species involved (Fig. 4D) . On the far left there is the rather modest proportion of lineagespecific genes, involving fewer species. Larger multigene families are found to the right where the number of species involved stays fairly constant but a general decrease in clustering coefficient is observed (Fig. 4D) .
In contrast, angiosperm genomes show a very large proportion of lineage-specific clusters on the far left (Fig. 4C ). For example, there are around 49,000 two-node clusters, accounting for ∼4.4% of the total nodes. Clusters with sizes ∼10-30, are mostly lineage specific as indicated by increased clustering coefficient (Fig. 4D) . The size range reflects the number of species and gene copies within particular phylogenetic groups such as Fabaceae, Brassicaceae, and Poaceae. Next, a rather broad peak of gene clusters is observed that are conserved across many lineages (Fig. 4C) of genes that are single copy in some lineages and in two/more copies in other lineages due to WGD. Also, there is a larger proportion of large multigene families seen to the far right.
Phylogenomic Synteny Profiling of All Gene Families Based on Microsynteny Networks Identifies Different Patterns of Conservation
and Divergence. To classify conserved vs. specific genomic contexts, we profiled the patterns of gene copy number (0, 1, 2, and ≥3) across lineages and species of all of the clusters of mammals and angiosperms ( Fig. 5 A and B) . Blue columns indicate conserved single-copy syntenic clusters, orange columns indicate retained duplicate-copy clusters (i.e., conserved ohnologs from WGD), and the red columns signify conserved clusters with more than two copies (Fig. 5 A and B) . Nearly empty rows of the lesssyntenic species are consistent with the pairwise matrix in Fig.  3 , very likely due to poor genome quality (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Dataset S1).
For mammals, a very large proportion (∼66%) of all clusters are largely syntenic and single copy (Fig. 5A ) across all species with high-quality genomes. A smaller proportion of clusters (∼3.2%) are conserved and syntenic for duplicates derived from the 2R events or larger conserved multigene families (colored in red), for example gene clusters like the well-known Hox-gene clusters. We also detected lineage-specific clusters (∼23%) for mammalian clades with multiple species represented such as primates (including human, chimpanzee, macaque, and monkey), Rodentia (including hamster, mouse, and rat), Chiroptera (including bats and flying foxes), Felidae (including tiger, cheetah, and the house cat), Camelidae (including camels and alpaca), and Bovidae (including yak, cow, sheep, and goat) (Fig. 5A) . These lineagespecific transpositions in mammals are the genomic outliers.
In contrast, for angiosperms only ∼8.7% of clusters are syntenically conserved between eudicot and monocot species (Fig.  5B) . Strikingly, the remaining clusters are mostly lineage-specific clusters that appear as discrete columns (Fig. 5B ). This indicates that angiosperm genomes are highly fractionated and reshuffled, with abundant examples of specific clusters for particular phylogenetic lineages/plant families, such as Amaranthaceae (including quinoa, spinach, beet, and grain amaranth), Brassicaceae (including Arabidopsis, cabbage, and radish), Poaceae (including wheat, barley, rice, and maize), Fabaceae (including soybean, mung bean, red clover, and medicago), Rosaceae (including apple, peach, pear, and strawberry), and Solanaceae (including tomato, potato, pepper, petunia, and tobacco) (Fig. 5B) . Such specific clusters were caused by transpositions and/or fractionation after WGD, which leads to changes/movements of genomic context. Results also highlight species with more gene copies per cluster (e.g., orange/red rows), likely due to recent WGD events such as for Glycine max, B. napus, and Populus trichocarpa (Fig. 5B) . Thus, we observe a dramatically different pattern of genomic outliers in angiosperms than in mammals. It is the single-copy highly syntenic genes that represent the gene rebels in flowering plants.
In our earlier proof-of-principle publication, we analyzed the plant MADS-box gene family for angiosperms (24) . The homeodomain family is a large multigene family in both plants and animals, playing critical roles in development, including the wellknown Hox-gene clusters in animals. As a comparative example of an entire gene family for both mammals and plants, we give the complete homeodomain (35, 36) gene families for both lineages (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). We clearly show and verify that the mammalian Hox genes appear as interconnected synteny superclusters and also find synteny connections to the ParaHox genes, consistent with the numerous previous reports (37-39) (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ). In contrast, for plants we did not find any prominent tandem origin of homeobox clades but did identify several examples of WGD-derived gene expansions and familyspecific transpositions (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ).
Syntenic Properties of Mammal and Angiosperm BUSCO Genes.
BUSCO genes are near-universal single-copy orthologs from OrthoDB (https://www.orthodb.org/), which are used to assess genome qualities and also as candidates for large-scale phylogenetic studies (40) . Thus, investigating their positional history can provide complementary data for evolutionary studies. We identified candidate orthologous genes of 4,104 (mammalia_odb9) and 1,440 (embryophyta_odb9) benchmarking BUSCOs (gene families) for mammals and angiosperms from our dataset (Dataset S3). Although many BUSCO families are conserved as singlecopy number and syntenic across species, we find many examples of both copy-number variation and of changes in genomic context across the phylogenies (i.e., multiple synteny clusters).
We use the number of synteny clusters to overall characterize synteny properties of BUSCOs. For example, if a BUSCO family is syntenic across all species, it would belong to only one synteny cluster. Overall 87.5% of mammal BUSCO families belong to only one synteny cluster and 11.8% of mammal BUSCO families have two clusters (Fig. 6A , Left and Dataset S4). Comparatively, only 11.9% of the plant BUSCO families have only a single synteny cluster. A total of 20.6% plant BUSCOs have two clusters, 19.5% plant BUSCOs have three clusters, and 21% plant BUSCOs have over five clusters (here no restriction to cluster sizes, minimum two nodes) (Fig. 6B , Left and Dataset S4). Changes in genomic context of benchmarking genes can provide important new complementary information for researchers using BUSCO genes to assess genome quality and for evolutionary studies. In particular, rebel genes could be particularly informative. Namely, two or more synteny clusters in mammals are less common whereas single-copy synteny clusters are unusual for angiosperms.
We highlight several examples of rebel genes that potentially have contributed to trait and lineage evolution. For mammals, we show lineage-specific gene transpositions (two synteny cluster BUSCO) with important functions. A gene that is transposed to a new genomic context could easily lead to new mechanisms of gene molecular evolution and/or regulation. For example, we found BREAST CANCER 2 (BRCA2) and Transformation/ Transcription Domain Associated Protein (TRRAP) genes form lineage-specific clusters for Chiroptera species (including all nine bat genomes used in this study: Myotis brandtii, M. davidii, M. lucifugus, Miniopterus natalensis, Eptesicus fuscus, Hipposideros armiger, Rhinolophus sinicus, Pteropus alecto, and P. vampyrus) [Fig. 6A , Right, cluster 4171(BRCA2) and cluster 4120 (TRRAP) in Dataset S4]. Both of the genes are known oncogenes also with roles in normal development (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) . Zhang et al. (46) hypothesized that the evolution of flight in bats is linked to changes in metabolic capacity which would also require changes to DNA repair and DNA checkpoint genes, such as BRCA2 which they reported to be positive selection. Interestingly, TRRAP also links to the DNA repair pathway (45, 47) . Such lineage-specific transpositions of key genes like BRCA2 and TRRAP potentially have facilitated the adaptive evolution of flight in bats.
We also found primate-specific clusters, including MPHOSPH10 (CT90) and CENPJ (CPAP) [Fig. 6A , Right, cluster 4097 (MPHOSPH10) and cluster 4104 (CENPJ) in Dataset S4]. MPHOSPH10 is an M-phase phosphoprotein 1 that localizes to the nucleolus and has been associated with the progression of some cancers (48) . CENPJ (centromere protein J) is needed for normal spindle morphology and it is involved in microtubule disassembly at the centrosome. Interestingly, changes in brain organization and brain size have been linked to changes in cell numbers and divisions, including specifically linked to CENPJ (49, 50) . Primates have relatively larger brains compared with other mammals (51, 52) . Note, two genes flanking CENPJ (namely RNF17 and ATP12A) are cotransposed in primates [cluster 16942 (RNF17) and cluster 14351 (ATP12A) in Dataset S2]. The unique genomic context of primate genes potentially facilitated new and/or altered regulatory patterns and gene functions.
As a third set of mammalian rebel genes, we show Bovidaespecific clusters for AGT (also known as ANHU; SERPINA8; hFLT1) and MRPL19 genes [ Fig. 6A , cluster 4162 (AGT) and cluster 4159 (MRPL19) in Dataset S4]. AGT encodes the peptide hormone angiotensin that helps maintain blood pressure, body fluids, and electrolyte homeostasis (53, 54) . It has been linked to both the control of thirst and to ovulation in cattle and sheep. MRPL19 encodes a component of the mitochondrial large ribosomal subunit (mt-LSU) and is tightly linked to another gene that is also transposed (Dataset S4), GCFC2/C2orf3, that has recently been reported to be involved in intron splicing (55) . The MRPL19-C2orf3 gene pair is associated with dyslexia in humans (56, 57) . How and if the transposition of angiotensin and dyslexia-related genes have affected bovines is unknown, but hopefully our results will generate hypotheses to be tested.
While changes in synteny patterns such as lineage-specific transpositions are the exception in animals, conserved synteny of single-copy genes are the rebel genes in flowering plants. For plant BUSCO gene families, we observed only 11.8% of angiosperm-wide conserved synteny clusters, for example, clusters for CCD7 (cluster 280) andSNX1 (cluster 27) genes ( Fig. 6B and Dataset S4). CCD7 (or MAX3) is required for the biosynthesis of strigolactones which are phytohormones synthesized from carotenoids and stimulate branching in plants and the growth of symbiotic arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi in the soil (58, 59) . SNX1 (SORTING NEXIN 1) plays a role in vesicular protein sorting and acts at the crossroads between the secretory and endocytic pathways. Arabidopsis thaliana SNX1 is involved in the auxin pathway by transporting PIN2 (60, 61) .
GO enrichment analysis of the single-copy conserved syntenic BUSCO genes identified chloroplast-related genes as the most significantly enriched GO term (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ), for example, VTE1 (cluster 329), CHLG (cluster 23), ObgC (cluster 233), and PNSL4 (cluster 256) genes ( Fig. 6B and Dataset S4). VTE1 involved in the synthesis of both tocopherols and tocotrienols (vitamin E), which protect photosynthetic complexes from oxidative stress (62, 63) . CHLG encodes a protein involved in one of the final steps in the biosynthesis of chlorophyll a (64) . ObgC is the plant homolog of the bacterial Obg gene and encodes a GTP-binding protein involved in membrane biogenesis and protein synthesis in the chloroplast. ObgC is localized in chloroplast and is essential for early embryo development. Disruption in this locus results in embryonic lethality (65, 66) . PNSL4 encodes a subunit of the chloroplast NAD(P)H dehydrogenase (NDH) complex which mediates photosystem I (PSI) cyclic and chlororespiratory electron transport in higher plants (67) . That chloroplast and photosynthesis-related genes are highly conserved across angiosperms highlights just how important this plant-specific organelle is for the success of plants, and suggests new possibilities to study links between plastid function and photosynthesis to conserved patterns of gene regulation (such as circadian regulation).
Previous work has shown how both gene positional conservation and dynamism can directly affect the evolution and development of individuals, species, and/or lineages. Phylogenetic profiling of genomic data has identified patterns of loss that correlate with phenotypic changes. For example, gene losses in bats were associated with shifts in diet (4) and gene losses in plants were associated with the loss of interactions with beneficial fungi (mycorrhizae) and/or bacteria (such as Rhizobia) (5, 6, 68) . Nearly everyone appreciates and understands how rapid changes in genomic context of particular genes (such as by chromosomal breaks) can directly lead to many cancers (69) (70) (71) . At the other extreme, the relative gene order and function of Hox genes is highly conserved across most animals and embryo development. There is also an increased appreciation of genomic changes that are unique to a species, such as for humans, that have affected our evolutionary trajectory (72) .
Our analysis detected long-term conservation and lineagespecific changes in relative genomic context of genes across broad phylogenetic groups. How conservation and changes in synteny or fundamental differences in genome organization have contributed to the evolution of lineages could be a scientific frontier. For example, our results could be integrated with approaches examining evolutionary changes in the three-dimensional genomic environment, patterns of histone modifications throughout the nucleus, and transcriptional regulation (73, 74) . We specifically highlighted rebel lineage-specific gene transpositions in mammals and conserved syntenic single-copy genes in angiosperms. Examples in this study are just the tip of the iceberg. Much remains to be explored. This study provides a foundation for future investigations of, for example, other phylogenetic groups, deeper evolutionary timescales, and to test if rebel genes do in fact have a cause.
Methods
Genome Resources. All reference genomes were downloaded from public repositories, including NCBI, Ensembl, CoGe, and Phytozome (Dataset S1). For each genome, we downloaded FASTA format files containing protein sequences of all predicted gene models and the genome annotation files (GFF/ BED) containing the positions of all of the genes. We modified all peptide sequence files and genome annotation GFF/BED files with corresponding species abbreviation identifiers. An in-house script was used for batch downloading genomes and modifying gene names. We analyzed 87 mammalian genomes, presented according to the consensus species tree adopted from NCBI taxonomy ( Fig. 2 (Fig. 2 and Dataset S1).
BUSCO completeness of each genome was performed using BUSCO v3.0 (40) . Each genome containing all protein sequences was searched against plant (embryophyta_odb9, 1440 BUSCOs) or mammalian (mammalia_odb9, 4404 BUSCOs) reference databases.
Pairwise Comparison, Synteny Block Detection, and Network Construction. DIAMOND (75) was used to perform all inter-and intrapairwise all-vs.-all protein similarity searches (default parameters). In total, 7,569 and 11,449 whole genome comparisons (focused on protein-coding regions) were performed for 87 mammal genomes and 107 plant genomes. MCScanX (28) was used for pairwise synteny block detection, which is 3,828 times for mammals and 5,778 times for plants. We changed three main parameters: number of top homologous pairs for the input (-b: 5, 10, 15, and 20), number of max gene gaps (-m: 15, 25, and 35), and number of minimum matched syntenic anchors (-s: 3, 5, and 7), and performed microsynteny block detection under 20 different parameter settings, to check the impact to outputting synteny blocks. For each parameter, we also supplemented tandem duplicated genes that have been originally collapsed for the sake of microsynteny detection (28) . This was performed by the script of "detect_collinear_tandem_arrays" of the MCScanX toolkit.
Each pairwise syntenic percentage was calculated using the number of syntenic pairs plus the number of collinear tandem genes relative to the number of all annotated genes. We merged syntenic gene pairs from all interand intraspecies synteny blocks into one two-columned tabular-format file, which can serve as an undirected synteny network/graph and be further analyzed or visualized in various tools [such as "igraph" (R package), Cytoscape, and Gephi, etc.]. In this synteny network, nodes are genes, edges stand for syntenic relationships between nodes, and edge lengths in this study have no meaning (unweighted). Further details can be referred to in Github tutorial (https://github.com/zhaotao1987/SynNet-Pipeline).
We summarized pairwise syntenic percentages under different settings for mammalian genomes and angiosperm genomes (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 A and  B, respectively) . Also, we compared the total number of nodes against average clustering coefficient of the microsynteny network under each of the parameter settings (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 C and D) .
Network Statistics. Network statistical analysis was carried out in the R environment (www.r-project.org), using the R package "igraph" (76) . We performed the analysis of the networks of mammal genomes and angiosperm genomes separately. The entire network must first be simplified to reduce duplicated edges (same syntenic pair may be derived from multiple detections), followed by the calculation of clustering coefficient, and node degree of each node.
Network Clustering and Copy-Number Profiling of All Clusters. We used the Infomap method integrated in igraph to split the entire network, consisting of millions of nodes, into clusters (77) . Clustering results were determined by topological edge connections; edges were unweighted and undirected. All microsynteny clusters were decomposed into numbers of involved syntenic gene copies in each genome. Dissimilarity index of all clusters was calculated using the "Jaccard" method of the vegan package (78), then hierarchically clustered by "ward.D," and visualized by "pheatmap." We illustrate all of the clusters of mammals and angiosperm, respectively, with cluster size over 2.
GO Functional Enrichment. GO analysis was performed for highly syntenic plant BUSCO genes. We regarded microsynteny clusters containing genes from 70+ of the 107 plant genomes in a single cluster as highly syntenic microsynteny clusters. Representative Arabidopsis genes from these clusters were used to identify enriched GO terms using agriGO (bioinfo.cau.edu.cn/ agriGO/) (79) .
